
Windows and Doors

South East Queensland

Warranty
Bradnam’s Windows & Doors offer a  
six (6) year warranty for the colours  
shown on this brochure.

This warranty is subject to the correct 
preservation of the powder coated  
finishes as outlined in the Bradnam’s 
maintenance recommendations.

Care and Maintenance
For details on the correct maintenance  
of powder coat finishes refer to the  
Bradnam’s maintenance recommendations 
which can be obtained from your local 
branch or downloaded from  
www.bradnams.com.au

Savi Constructions



McLachlan Homes

SLIDING 
WINDOWS
Elegantly simple, classic design



Graya Constructions

SLIDING WINDOWS
Essential  .  Signature



SLIDING 
DOORS

Endless possibilities across the range

Pradella Group



CORNER SLIDING DOORS
Signature  .  Commercial

Provincial Homes



Lever conveniently 
locks the door 
without a key

ESSENTIAL SIGNATURE COMMERCIAL

Black Matt Black Gloss White Ultra Silver Designer  
Silver

Stainless  
Steel Finish

ESSENTIAL • • • • •

SIGNATURE • • • • •

COMMERCIAL • • • • •

Hardware
The hardware displayed on this page are a  
guide only. Bradnam’s recommend the viewing  
of an actual hardware product prior to order.

Internal handle External handle

Mortice lock for  
improved security 26mm

Adequate clearance  
to operate the key

External low profile handle

Depth of low 
profile handle

19mm



INTERNAL 
RANGE
SHOWER SCREENS

MIRRORS
PAINTED GLASS
SPLASHBACKS

WARDROBE DOORS & SHELVING

McLachlan Homes



Essential Shower Screens
Full Framed

Complete your modern bathroom with our easy-clean, water resistant Essential shower 
screens. Designed with convenience, aesthetics and performance in mind these shower 
screens are a popular choice for home owners. Thanks to our multiple configurations, 
you’re sure to find a shower screen to suit your bathroom.

Features

Lifestyle & Comfort

•  Convenient self-closing mechanism

•  Unique water deflector strip for superior splash resistance

•  Glazing system reduces growth of mould and mildew for easy maintenance

Design & Aesthetics

•  Concealed fixings for a sleek, modern finish

•  Available in a range of frame colours & configurations

Performance & Reliability

•  Adjustable installation (using standard square cut glass) for out-of-square walls

•  Self-draining sill for improved water resistance

Concealed fixings for  
a sleek, modern finish

Self closing pivot 
mechanism

Splash deflector strip
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Frameless Mirrors
Add a touch of elegance and a generous dash of class to 
your bathroom with Bradnam’s Frameless mirrors. 

The perfect complement to our Frameless shower screens, 
our Frameless mirrors are also a stunning stand-alone 
feature. 

Available in maxi sizes, they’ll transform any bare wall into 
a splendid showcase that will have all your friends green 
with envy. 

Choose from a standard flat polished edge, or 
a 20mm bevelled edge for added elegance.
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Wardrobe Doors

Essential Wardrobe Doors

Transform a necessary bedroom element into an aesthetically pleasing 
feature with our Essential wardrobe doors. 

With large rollers and an easy to operate design, our wardrobe doors 
slide smoothly along their easy-clean tracks. 

Available in a wide range of infill options, including vinyl, mirror, coloured 
glass and painted glass, you’ll find an Essential wardrobe door to suit 
every bedroom in your home.

Signature Wardrobe Doors

Smooth-gliding, and with stunning frameless-look doors featuring 
mirrored or painted-glass panels, our Signature wardrobe doors create a 
bold statement-point in any modern bedroom. 

Meshing functionality with aesthetics to create something truly cutting-
edge, they’re a must-have bedroom feature for anyone looking to do 
something a little more exciting with their bedroom spaces.

Features

•  Unobtrusive, low profile, easy to clean track

•  Frameless-look door panels create a modern appearance

•  Make bold design statements with mirror or painted glass panels

•  Optional discreet, slimline handles

•  Large rollers ensure smooth gliding action

Arden Vale Homes
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